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EXTERIORS OF CODIMENSION ONE EMBEDDINGS OF
PRODUCT OF THREE SPHERES INTO SPHERES

LAERCIO APARECIDO LUCAS, OZIRIDE MANZOLI NETO, AND OSAMU SAEKI

ABSTRACT. Let f: SP x 87 x S™ — SP+atr+1 he a smooth embedding with
2 <p <q <r. The first and the third authors have shown that if p+ gq # r or
pq = r is even, then the closure of one of the two components of SP+a+7r+1
f(SP x 89 x ST") is diffeomorphic to the product of two spheres and a disk,
and that otherwise, there are infinitely many “exotic” embeddings fn which
do not satisfy such a property. On the other hand, Fox has shown that for

every embedding of a closed connected orientable surface into S®, the closure
of each component of the complement is homeomorphic to the exterior of a
handlebody embedded in S3. In this paper,we show that for p+q = r odd, the
exotic embeddings fn, mentioned above do not satisfy such “Fox’s property”:
in other words, the closure of a component of SPTI+7+1 { f, (SP x S9 x S")
cannot be obtained as the exterior of an embedding of N for any component
N of the exterior of a standard embedding.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let f: SP x S7 x S™ — SPT4+7+! he a smooth embedding with p < ¢ <r. For
p > 2, the first and the third authors have shown in [8] that if p+g # ror p+qg=r
is even, then the closure of one of the two components of SPTI+7+1 (SP x Sx ST)
is diffeomorphic to the product of two spheres and a disk, and that otherwise, there
are infinitely many exotic embeddings f,, which do not satisfy such a property.

Let us consider the case (p,q,7) = (1,1,1). It is known that for the standard
embedding St x ST x 81 — $4, the closure of one of the two components of the com-
plement is diffeomorphic to S! x S* x D?, while the closure of the other component
is the so-called Montesinos’ twin, which is a regular neighborhood of the union of
two embedded 2-spheres intersecting transversely at exactly two points. It has been
shown in [9] that for every locally flat topological embedding f : S* x §1 x S* — $4,
the closures of the two components of S* \ f(S? x S* x S!) are homeomorphic to
the exterior of S* x S' x D? or Montesinos’ twin topologically embedded in S*.

This result for ST x S! x S! can be considered as a 4-dimensional analogue
of the following classical result of Fox. Let F' be a closed connected orientable
surface. Then for the standard smooth embedding F' — S23, the closure of each of
the two components of the complement is diffeomorphic to the handlebody. Fox
[3] has shown that for every smooth embedding f : F' — S3, the closure of each of
the two components of S® \ f(F) is diffeomorphic to the exterior of a handlebody
embedded in S%. In view ofthis result, we maysay that every locally flat topological
embedding of S* x S* x S! into S* has the Fox property (in the topological category).

In this paper, we first formulate the Fox property in a more general setting. In
fact, such a property has already been formulated in [5] for dimension four, and
we just generalize the dimension. After that, we show that the exotic embeddings
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fn: SP x 8% x ST — SPTITTHL constructed in [8] for 7 = p+ g odd do NOT satisfy
the Fox property, provided n # 0, —1. More precisely, let us consider a standard
embedding of SP? x $9 x S” into SPT4++1, Then, the closure N; of one of the two
components of the complement is diffeomorphic to a product of two spheres and a
disk. Let us denote by Ns the closure of the other component. Let Cy be the closure
of the component of SPTI+T+1 f,(SP x $7 x S™) such that H,(C;) = H,(SP x ST).
Then we show that there exists no embedding of IV; into SPT9+7+1 whose exterior is
diffeomorphic to C; both for i = 1 and for « = 2. This means that the embeddings
fn, n # 0,—1, constructed in [8] are highly knotted. This answers the question
posed at the end of [9].

Throughout the paper all homology and cohomology groups are with coefficients
in Z. The symbol “[x]” denotes the homology class represented by s.

2. FOX PROPERTY

In the following, the exterior of an embedding (or of its image) is the closure
of the complement to the regular (or tubular) neighborhood of the image of the
embedding.

Let us consider a connected l-dimensional polyhedron PL embedded in S°.
Then, considering the boundary of its regular neighborhood, we get a PL embed-
ding of a closed connected orientable surface I into S3. Conversely, let f : FF — S°
be an arbitrary PL embedding. Then Fox [3] has shown that the closure of each of
the two connected components of S® \. f(F) is PL homeomorphic to the exterior
of a connected 1-dimensional polyhedron PL embedded in S3.

Based on Fox’s result above, let us consider the following situation (see [5]). Let
I" and A be compact connected polyhedrons. We suppose that there exist piecewise
smooth “standard” embeddings

wo: T= 8S" gp: A—S"
such that

¢o(I') No(A) = 0, Np UN = S", Np n Na = Np = Na,
where Nt and Na are regular neighborhoods of ¢o(T") and 1p (A) in S™, respectively,
whose boundaries are appropriately smoothed. Set M = Nr = Na, which is
assumed to be a smooth closed connected orientable (n — 1)-dimensional manifold.

Definition 2.1. Let f: M — S™ be a smooth embedding. Note that S™ ~ f(M)
has exactly two components by the Alexander duality. We say that f has the Fox
property (with respect to the decomposition S™ = Np U Na) if there exist smooth
embeddings ¢ : Np — S™ and ¢ : Na — S™ such that the closures of the two
components of S™ \. f(M) are diffeomorphic to the closures of S™ \ (Nr) and
SN Y(Na).

We can also define the same notion in the PL or the topological category.

Some examples of manifolds whose codimension one embeddings always have the
Fox property can be found in the literature: spheres S™~! [1, 2], products of two
spheres S? x §7 [1, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11], the quaternion space [5], the 3-dimensional torus
[9], ete.

3. PRODUCT OF THREE SPHERES

Let f : SP? x S9x S™ — SPT9+7+! he the standard embedding: i.e., f(SP x S7x ST")

is the boundary of a tubular neighborhood of a standardly embedded S? x S59,

SP x ST or §9 x ST in SPTITTHL (for details, see [8]). Let IN; and Na be the closures
of the two components of SPT9+7+1  f(SP x S9 x ST”). Then one of them, say Ny,
is clearly diffeomorphic to SP x S7 x D™! which is a tubular neighborhood of a
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standardly embedded SP x S97 in SPT9T7+1 after an appropriate permutation of p,
q and r if necessary. The other one, say Na, which is diffeomorphic to

(((DP*! x ST) — Int DPF™+1) x §9) U (SP*" x DIL),
is in fact a regular neighborhood of the union of two embedded spheres SP*" and
Satin SPTetr+l intersecting each other transversely along S™~!. (In particular,
Ns has the homotopy type of the bouquet SP*" Vv S97 v ST)

Let us discuss the Fox property for embeddings of SP x S9 x S” into SPTa+r+1
with respect to the decomposition SPT9*™+1 = N; U Na. According to [8], when
2<p<qg<nrifr#p+q orifr=p+qis even, then every codimension one

smooth embedding of SP? x S7 x S™ has the Fox property, since the closure of one
of the two components of the complement is diffeomorphic to the product of two
spheres and a disk. On the other hand, if » = p+ ¢ is odd, then we have constructed
a family of “exotic” embeddings f, : SP x S9 x ST — SPHatr+l pc Zn #0,
such that the closure of none of the components of SPTIF7+1  f, (SP x S9 x S") is
diffeomorphic to a product of two spheres and a disk. Recall that if m # n, then
there exists no diffeomorphism of SP+9+7+1 which takes the image of the embedding
fn to that of f,.
Remark 3.1. For an embedding f : SP x §9 x ST — SPHatr+l 1 <p <q <7, let
us denote by C; and Cy the closures of the two components of SPFHI+7+1 { f(SP x
S9 x ST). Then, as has been observed in [8], each C; has the homology of SP x S9,
SP x 8" or 5% x ST.

When r = p + ¢ is odd, for the exotic embeddings f,, Ci; and C5 have the
homologies of SP x S™ and 57 x S”. Recall that by [8, Proposition 7.1] if H.(Cy)
H.(SP x S9), p,q > 2, then Cy is diffeomorphic to SP x S x D"*!: consequently,
such an f has the Fox property.

Remark 3.2. In [8], exotic embeddings f, have been constructed for 2 < p < ¢
with » = p+ ¢ odd. It is not difficult to observe that exactly the same construction
works also for p=1 and r = ¢+ 1 odd.

Our main result of this paper is the following observation.

Theorem 3.3. Suppose 1 <p <q <r, andr = p+ q is odd. Then the exotic
embeddings fr : SP x §9 x ST — SPTa+r+l nL ( —1, do not have the Fox property
with respect to the decomposition SPTIT™+1 = N, U Ny coming from the standard
embedding of SP x S9 x S” into SPTITrL

4. DIFFEOMORPHISMS OF SP” x S7 x ST

For the proof of Theorem 3.3, we need a lemma concerning diffeomorphisms of
SP x 87 x ST.

Set M = SP x §9 x S” with » = p+ ¢. Let us study those automorphisms of

H,.(M) = Z ® Z which are induced by diffeomorphisms of M. Set

ay = [SP x ST x {}], a= [{*} x {*} x 57],

which constitute a base of H,.(M), where we choose orientations of the representa-
tive manifolds once and for all. To each diffeomorphism ¢ : M — M we associate
the 2 x 2 integer matrix [p.] = (aij) € GL(2,Z) by

2

wx) = > sie, 3 = 1,2.
i=1
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Lemma 4.1. The matriz [¢.] is of the form
£1 0( * 2) ’

Proof. Let mn, € HP(M) and ng € H4(M) be the cohomology classes Poincaré dual
to the homology classes [{*} x S7x S"] € Hyir(M) and [SP x {x} x S"] € Hp (M),
respectively. Note that HP(M) and H9(M) are infinite cyclic groups generated by
np and nq, respectively. Since ¢* : H*(M) — H*(M) is an automorphism, we have
©* (np) = £1, and @*(1,) = £7,. In particular, we have

©" (np ~~ 1g) = 1p — ng € H'TI(M) = H"(M).
Let &and & € H™(M) be the cohomology classes Poincaré dual to the homology

classes [{*} x {x} x S"] and [SP x S? x {x}] € H,(M), respectively. Note that we
may assume 1, — 1g = &1, since ({*} x SI x S")N (SP x {x} x §7) = {x} x {x} x 5".
Note also that {&1,&2} is the base of H"(M) = Hom(H,(M),Z) dual to {a1, as}.

Then the matrix representative of the automorphism ¢* : H"(M) — H"(M)
with respect to the base {£;,&} is of the form

+1 x

0 +£1)°

Therefore, ¢, : H.(M) — H,.(M) has a matrix representative, with respect to the
dual base {a, az}, of the form

£1 0
% El

This completes the proof. i=

5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3

Let Cy and Cy be the closures of the two components of SPFIFT+L  f,(SP x
S% x ST). Recall that by changing the indices if necessary, we may assume

H. (C1) = Hi (5" x S87), H.(Cs) = H,(S% x 8").
Note that in the notation of [8, §9], Cy and C5 correspond to X_ and X.. respec-
tively.

Let us first show that Cy cannot be diffeomorphic to the exterior of a product of
two spheres and a disk embedded in SP+9+7+1, Suppose this was the case. Then,
by an argument using the Alexander duality, we see that the manifold

(5.1) W = C1 U,, (DP! x 89 x 87),
obtained by attaching DP*! x 87x S™ to C; by using a diffeomorphism ¢ : d(DP+! x
$7 x ST) — AC, should be diffeomorphic to SPHI+r+1,

Let us consider the Mayer—Vietoris exact sequence associated with the decom-
position (5.1):

(5.2) H,(SP x SxS" H,.(Cy) ® H.(DP*! x 89 x 8") — H,.(W),
where j : SP x 87 x §" = 9(DP*! x S49 x S") — DP+l x §9 x S" is the inclusion
map and 1 : SP x §7 x S™ — C; is given by the composition

$i SP x ST x 8" =9(DP! x §7 x §7)—£5P x ST x ST = 0C; ——C4
with 7 : dC; — C; being the inclusion map.

By Lemma 4.1, we have

) =(v. vu)

o«(a1) = ag + bas
for some b € Z. Let 8 € H.(C1) = Z be a generator. Furthermore, set 8’ =
[{*} x {*} x S"] € H,(DP*! x §% x ST) = Z, which is a generator. Then, by the
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construction of f,, we have i,(a;) = £28 and i.(a2) = £(4n +1) (for details, see
[8]). Therefore, we have

ear) = ix 0 u(r) = iu(Ear + bag) = £28 £ b(dn + 1)B = (£2 £ b(4n + 1)) 5.

On the other hand, by Lemma 4.1, we have p.(a2) = tas. Hence, we have

he(a2) = is 0 pu(@a) = iu(tag) = £(4n + 1)6.

Furthermore, we have j.(a1) = 0, since a; = [SP x S7 x {*}] and SP x S9 x {*} =
A(DP+! x S9 x {*}). We also have j.(a2) = £3".

Therefore, the matrix representative of

O = (the, —Ju) : H(SP x SI x S")=ZDZ
—-ZeZ=H.(C,)® H.(D"" x §7 x S7)

with respect to the bases {a1, a2} and {8,5} is of the form

(** +bdn+1) £(dn+ Y)0 +1

According to the exact sequence (5.2), in order to have H,(W) = 0, we must have

+2+b(dn +1) = £1
for some integer b, which is possible only when n = 0, —1. As we have assumed n #
0, —1, this is impossible. Consequently, the manifold W cannot be diffeomorphic
to Spta+r+l,

Let us now show that Cy cannot be diffeomorphic to the exterior of No embedded
in §Ptatr+l where Ny is the exterior of a product of two spheres and a disk
embedded standardly in SPT977+1, For this, let us consider the manifold

W' = Cy Uy No,

obtained by attaching No to C; by using a diffeomorphism ¢’ : dN» — 9C;. Note
that by an argument using the Alexander duality, we have only to consider the case
where Ns is the exterior of SP x S™ standardly embedded in SPTa+7+1;

Ny = (((DP*! x 89) — Int DP*9+1) x ST) U (SPF? x DTH) ~ SPI y S97 v G9,

Let us consider the Mayer—Vietoris exact sequence:

Ho (SP x 8% x §7) 2223) gr(04) @ Ho (Ny) — Hp (WY),

where j' : SP x SxS” = ONa — Na is the inclusion map and ¢' : SPxSIxS" — Cy

is given by the composition

BSP x Sx ST = ONa—£ 557 x §9 x §™ = 8C,——C.
By an argument similar to the above, we can show that a matrix representative

of ® is of the form
+2+b(An +1) £(dn+1)( +1 0 )

for some integer b. Therefore, we have H,.(W’) = 0 only if +(4n + 1) = £1, which
is possible only if n = 0. Since we have assumed n# 0, this shows that W’ cannot
be diffeomorphic to SPHa+r+1,

Consequently, the embedding f,, n # 0,—1, does not satisfy the Fox property.
This completes the proof. ad

Remark 5.1. In [8, §9], we have used the matrix

dn+1 2n
fn = 2 1
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for constructing exotic embeddings f,. Analyzing the proof, we see that we could
as well use the matrix

_ (4n+1 8n
Pn = 2n 4n —1

for constructing exotic embeddings. Let the resulting embedding be denoted by

gn: SPxSTx ST — §PTITT+1 Then we can show that for gn, n = 0, —1, the closures
C; and C, of the two components of SPHI+7+1  g,(SP x S7 x ST) both violate the
Fox property. In other words, we can show that none of Cj U (DPF! x 87 x ST),
C1 U Ny, Cy U (SP x DIT! x S™) or Co U Ns is diffeomorphic to SPT9+7+1, where
NJ is the exterior of S¢ x S™ standardly embedded in SPTe+7+1,

Remark 5.2. In [9], “exotic” embeddings of S$ x S9 x S™ into S9+7*2 have been
constructed: the closure of none of the two components of the complement is ho-
motopy equivalent to the product of two spheres. However, they DO satisfy the
Fox property, since the closure of one of the two components of the complement
is diffeomorphic to the closure of one of the two components of the complement of
the standard embedding. So, in a sense, the embeddings constructed for p = 1 in

[9] are weakly exotic. We do not know if there exists an embedding of BL x 5% x 57
into S977+2 which do not satisfy the Fox property when r # g+1lorr=g¢g+ 11s
even.

Conjecture 5.3. Suppose 1 < ¢ <r, and r # ¢g+1 or 7 = q+ 1 is even. Then
embeddings of S* x $7 x S” into SPT9+7+1 have the Fox property.
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